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    Public File

Monday: The issue on this broadcast introduced the “Bloom Conference For Women. The 
guest was Betsy Roy who developed and organized this opportunity for faith growth among 
those who attend. The host was Anissa Porticelli.

Tuesday: The issue on this broadcast was performer Olivia Lane who was scheduled to 
perform at the Jacob’s Well Christian Coffeehouse in Vernon in June. She spoke of her music 
and witnessing the presence and power of God in her life. Anissa Porticelli was the host.

Wednesday: The issue on this broadcast was a sending ministry operated out of Connecticut 
called “Harvest Pack.” It provides food and necessities to people overseas who need help in 
surviving and living without many things Americans take for granted. The guest was the 
Reverend Dick Dill and the host was Steve Tuzeneu.

Thursday: The issue on this broadcast was the question if and how to regulate artificial 
intelligence in America. Senator Richard Blumenthal of Connecticut raised questions, 
demonstrated  a recording created with AI and the threat that represents if not regulated for 
the welfare of people. The host was Paul Kretschmer.

Friday: The issue on this broadcast was how to cut down and stop trafficking in human beings. 
John DiGirolamo explained how widespread sexual or labor trafficking is and how pervasive 
the practice in Connecticut but unknown to the general public. Paul Kretschmer was the host.

Saturday: The issue on this broadcast was the legislative prayer breakfast for Connecticut 
legislators hosted by spiritual leaders at the state capitol building. Legislators and organizers 
were interviewed regarding practice of the event, how legislators regard it and what to derive 
from it. Gerry Williams was the host.


